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Babu's speech in Harlem is probably one of
the most significant steps ever taken by an African
revolutionary toward greater connection between,
and understanding of, African revolution and the
developing black revolution . Therefore, Babu situating himself in Harlem where his entire audience
It's purpose is to bring clarity and give
was black, is a gesture that extends both backwards
direction in revolutionary struggle . To
and forwards in time. It goes back to Garvey and the
helpbuild revolutionary nationalist leaderessential
relationship between Drubois' Pan-Africanship .
ism as Afro-American's first envisaged it ; its forTo present a revolutionary program of
ward tendency lies in the fact that the oppressed
national liberation and self-determination
peoples
(colonial peoples), or what we call the
for the African captives en -slaved in the
"Bandung"
world are beginning to link up interracist United States of America,
nationally, to unite against the white slavemasters .
To forge a revolutionary unity among
Babu and Malcolm spoke on the same program
peoples of African decent and to give a new
that
night
. INe feel that Malcolm's assessment of the
international spirit to Pan-Africanism .
international situation lead him to the correct con
To unite Black America with the Bandung
clusions : In the international revolution now going
world (Asia, Africa and. Latin America) .
in the world, that Afro-Americans are an integral
on
To fight for the liberation of oppressed
part of that revolution . That we must "internationalpeoples everywhere .
ize our struggle," gaining strength in the process
Our message of the Black peoples of the
and uniting with our natural allies - our brothers
world : UNITE or PERISH-WE WILL WIN .
and sisters in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
This was Malcolm's great theme reiterated again
and again in varying situations . Some "civil rites"
leaders, James Farmer of CORE, in particular, try
to assert that brother Malcolm was moving closer to
.the "mainstream" of the "civil rights" movement.
Any such evaluation of Malcolm's political and
strategical thought is hopelessly erroneous. Malcolm condemned U.S. imperialism in the Congo and
Vietnam (see section Philosophies and Opinions of
Malcolm X in Afro-World), while often reminding his
black audiences that millions of Chinese supported
us in our struggle for liberation .
Malcolm gave brother Babu a warm soulful
introduction . He spoke very briefly about the nature
of real revolutionary action and what it meant. He
A rrc
praised the Zanzibar revolution as an example of
real struggle against the forces of imperialism . He
ROBERT FRANKLIN WILLIAMSchairman-in-Exile of the Revolutionary spoke briefly and was more interested in the people
Action Movement; Premier of the African- of .Harlem learning from Babu than hogging the show
himself.
american government-in-exile .
Babu is a revolutionary; as was Malcolm . And
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ON THE NATURE OF THE LIBERATION
WAR
For five years now the Afroamerican
has been in the streets demanding "Freedom Now" and singing "We Shall Overcome .
What have we overcome ? We see thatwe
haven't achieved freedom yet, After five
years of so-called revolution we find we are
almost where we started . We are still the
last hired and. firstfired, we are still beaten and shot in the streets . Realizing this
we must ask ourselves, where do we go ,in
1465? With the climax of a race war brew ingour people must develope a newphilosophy for a new age . But before we can develop a new philosophy we mustbecome fa milar with two basic universal laws : "Know
your self and knd*your enemy." Ifwe know
our enemy we will win .
WHO ARE OUR ENEMIES AND FRIENDS
The western white man has proven to be
our enemy. He has built his system of capitalism of slavery of us and continously ex'loits us after a hundred years of so-called
freedom . He constantly attacks our brutalized and abused nation-Black America .
The western white man has the nature of a
beast. He is a slimy, sick sadist and re presents evil on the earth . We must understand he is a sneaky cheat and a unscrupulous liar, who hates blackpeople . We must
see this beast as our enemy. We must understand that his enemies are ourfriends
andhis friends are our enemies . We therefore must oppose everything he supports
and support everything he opposes . Our
alliance must be with our bandung blood
brothers (Asia, Africa and Latin America).
Knowing who are our -enemies. and friends
we can begin to develop a new philosophy
for black liberation .

REVOLUTIONARY NATIONALISMPHILOSOPHY FOR THE AFROAMERICAN
Black people mustrealize that they are
atwar with the white world . The white man
has distorted. history and everything else to
fit his needs to stay in power . The white
man is an international white nationalist
thinking of the white race, first, foremost
and only. As Mrs . Amy J. Garvey stated
in Garveyand Garveyism, "The only ground
on which white people are really united is
race * neither language, religion, nor political system . . divide them . "(1) In order
for blackpeople to survive in a white,hostile, evil, reactionary world they must
unite to destroy the universal slavemastezOur philosophy mustbe that no black per son is free until all black people are free .
We mustunite ina universal black liberationmovement to strike the universal slavemaster at one time, one blow, one warthe war of armageddon. We must have
one purpose, one aim, one destiny . One
purpose meaning-to be free black people
from the universal slavemaster (slang for
capitalistoppression), one aim-to develop
black people through struggle to the highest attainment possible, one destiny-to
follow in the spritof black revolutionaries
such as Gabriel Prosser, Toussaint L'
Overture, Demark Vesey, Nat Turner,
Sojurner Truth, Harriet Tubman, Frederick Douglass, Marcus Garvey, Dr . DuBois, Patrice Lumumba, Robert Williams,
and. Brother Malcolm, to create a new
world free of colonialism, racism, imperialism, exploitation, and national oppression . When we state to free black people
from capitalist oppression it means the
destruction of capitalism . When we state .
to create a new world free of colonialism,
racism, imperialism, exploitation and na-

tional oppression, we mean the destruction
of the world order ruled by the racist capitalistandthe establishment of a newworld
order. Once knowing our philosophy-revolutionary nationalism-black internationalism, we must become familar with the
historical nature of our struggle .
THE HISTORICAL NATURE OF THE
AFRICAN-AMERICAN REVOLUTION
"The botigeois revolution of the west
was founded . . . maintained . . . on. . . national and international color injustice ." (2)
The nature of capitalist developement and
expansion was developed on the super exploitation of dark skinned peoples . Knowing this we see that Dr . DuBois"s original
thesis, "the problem of the 20th centuryis
the problem of the color line" . . . (3) is correct. If we face history realistically, we
will see thatracism is inherent~i capitalist
expansion, especially on the North American continent .
As previous revolutions begin to degenerate and become more reactionary, the
world revolution takes on a more racial
character whether we like it or not . We
see here in racist America with the white
community becoming more reactionary the
nature of the American revolution will be
drawn on racial lines . "During the last
hundred years the great majority of working people in the, exploiting imperialist countries have been cutin on a share of the sur pluses wrung from the labor of the exploited
races and therefore have a stake in preserving the- sysiemrof exploitation." (4)
Therefore the "subproletariat" (exploited
races) not the proletariat has becomethe
vanguardof the world revolution . "To wish
for a world revolution which does notpit
colored against white and which makes no
appeals to the pasthistoryand revolutionary
solidarity of the colored peoples is exactly
the same thing as wishing for no revolution
at all." (5)
The historical reality is that the "subproletariat", not the proletariat, have created revolutions, are leaders of the world
revolution, vanguard and dictator ship of the
new world. The nature of the world revolution will be drawn on racial lines bythe

;rery nature of history . This does notmean
the world revolution will adopt the capitalist doctrine of racism but it does mean,
that itwillmake appeals to the pasthistory
and revolutionary solidarity of the colored
peoples of the world . Upon knowing the nature of our struggle we must know the conditions that our people live and must know
the ghetto psychology .
THE PARADOX OF THE AFROAMERICAN
Our people live in a dual existence ; being the super exploited "subproletariat" and
as long as we collaborate with the racist
U .S . government we are helping to exploit
our blood brothers in Africa, Asia and
Latin America . We are living in a paradox
being the exploited and part of the exploiter
at the same time . One of the reasons for
a lack of political conciousness among our
people is that they can get a Cadillac, a tel evision set and can think of themselves as
doing good when compared to other oppressed peoples .
Though very few can afford
this and often these material gains are shortlived they serve as examples to woo our
people to sleep . The contradiction for the
Afroamerican is that he thinks he has to
give up something toget freedom whereas
all other peoples seem to gain something
andhave nothing to lose . But the Afroamerican must learn is that he has nothing to
lose but his chains .
For isn't it better to
standing
on
your
die
feet like a man than to
live on.your knees like a pig ? The contradiction the African-American must face is
that he must tear down the very society he
builtbut was not allowed. to participate in. .
The African-American mustnow chose between the materialism of the west and the
humanism of the east. The reason why our
struggle must become anti-imperialist is
because the contradictions of our existence
are too great.
The only segment of Black
America that has reacted. positively to this
paradox is black youth . Part of this is due
to the new humanistic ideas of the World
WarII war generation and the dilemma fac-.
ing Afro-youth .
THE DILEMMA OF BLACK YOUTH
Con't on P6 . 12
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We are all. BLOOD BROTHERS "
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Brothers and sisters, I'm really honored
tonight to be able to talk to you and tell you
something about what is happening in Africa .
I know the story of Africa is a very long
story and it will be difficult to compress it
in a matter of minutes . . . or hours . . .  , it' s
a long, long book which our children will
write, which your children will write and
The revof which we shall all be proud.,
olution in Zanzibar was a serious thing . It
was very serious because Zanzibar was a
feudalist society supported, by an imperialist power . We were ruled by a sultan who
had been ruling the islands and indeed the
whole east coast of Africa . For two centhey were responsible for the most hideous
slave trade that you ever had . I have no
doubt that quite a number of our friends,
our black brothers in the Americas, must
have come throughthe shores of Zanzibar .
I have no doubt at all .
The revolution of Zanzibar is significant
because it summarizes the whole tragic
history of Africa of double deck suppression
of slavery and colonialism . This justshows
youthatas Mao Tse-tung said., "the imperilistare paper tigers'! ,they reallyare paper
tigers, In four determined hours we toppled
the .whole oppressive apparatus which ruled
the country for two hundred. years in the
form of the sultan himself, which enslaved,
the people, exported, the people like cattle .
We uprotted the whole machinery of imperialismwhich was set up there . . . in four soIf this does not show that the
lid hours .
imperialists are "paper tigers" , : I don't
know what else will show it.
What is needed is unity . Unity and discipline .
Unity and discipline and a 'solid,
leadership,
Leadership which can
correct
never be bought over . Leadership which
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does not think of itself. Leadership which
could never be isolated from the people .
That is the kind of leadership which helped
us to overthrow this double deck system of
oppression . Wherever there is oppression
this experience will certainlybe a very useful contribution . If it is contributed we shall be absolutely satisfied . The revolution
was plotted for nearly'six months, long before independence ; ew had a fake independence in December and in a littleless than
one month the independent government was
overthrown and a government of the people
took over . But for six months before the
revolution people organized it; and not just
one or t,*o people . . . hundreds and hundreds
of people were involved in it . . . .and. nota
squeak. This is the essence of discipline .
Not a squeak came out, and when it happened the entire spy ring of the British and the
CIA was upset and cables went back and
forth from embassies in Zanzibar asking
them, "how is it that this thing has happened we're spending so many millions of dollars to get this news ?" Why is it that this
thing has happened and we did not hear
a word about it?" It cost some of the top
people here their jobs and you know we know it-some of the top people here have lost
their jobs because of lack of rnformatidn ,
about Zanzibar . Their job was to forewarn
the imperialist superstructure about what
was to happen .
Six or seven hundred people kept a secret in a small country-and you know a small
country or a small town is the most difficult
place to keep a secret, because . people-feed
on rumors . They've nothing else to do
No cinemas, no television, no football matches, nothing exciting but rumors . Talk
about what the Jones next door have done.

and what they are intending to do . In a
town like this, if you are able to keep a secret for six months without a squeek-this
has shattered imperialism ; It shows how
little they understand of the determination
o ¬ the African people today in asserting ;
their rights in their own country, w1fatever
the consequences . And our people have
been killed . . . died . . . they've lost their li
ves . But they, lost their lives happily be
cause they were setting up a society*hick will be for the interest of their offsprings . And. some of them were young
people who were not even married, mere
girls and boys lost their lives in order to
op=portunity
keep us free, in order to give us the
to build a country in which any
oppres sed man could walk free and feel that he's living in a free country . They lack
this understanding . The imperialists misunderstand us comp ;etely . You hear the
the experts . They write big books . . . big
reports an the Arican Character , the Es sence of African Revolution or African Post Independence . Research books, study
books, well learned books . . . you know with
Rockefeller foundation money. They dish
out money for scholars to write books about the African mind, African Post Independence, Africa Pre-independence, Africa Between Slavery and. Independence ,
Africa Pre-slavery . They write all sorts
. of things to understand our mind and yet
they don't know it. They don't know it because they have never made an actual effort to view the world from our point of
view . They are viewing the world from a
paternalistic point of view that they want
us to view the world from, and consequently they miss the whole point . And when
things happen they get surprised ..amazed .
How did it happen?
Today, they are shattered. They thought
by intervention in the Congo (they have stooges all over the place, you know-somebody
will get up with a big . robe and a big stick
or one of those things-you know-a big chief
a feudal lord from somewhere-would be brought here to defend intervention-to defend
civilization against barbarism .) They thought that they would intervene and then
leave the country-clear everything ; massacre the lot they wanted to massacre ; clear

the country and then come and. fight their
case in the United Nations . This is what
they thought . And they thought they could
"bamboozle" the entire continent of Africa
and it would come back here meekly begging
because we want aid therefore we won't be
able to challenge the treachery which the
imperialists are inflicting on our continent .
But they are mistaken again. They thoughtgoing by their experience of what they've
done to the "banana republic' in South Amer
ica-they thought they were going to introduce
the same pattern in Africa . We told therr4
"Brother, you've had it."
This is the continent of the oppressed
people and when they tell you about oppression they know what they mean. There is
no other continent in this earth that has 9uf feredtheoppression thatAfricahas suffered.
There is no other continent that would serve
th'6 worldbetter than Africa . Africa understands oppression of human beings . When
the spokesman of the imperialist stands up
there in the security council of the United
Nations condemning Africans of racialism
he thought the whole world would tremble,
but instead the world laughs at them . They know it is a lie . . . a "white" lie . They
know that this is not the time when they
could conduct massacres in Africa and cover
it up .
They know the whole world would
know, and we know it because not every
white man is evil . . . There are some of
them who couldn't "stick it" and they've
written some very useful documents and
they're piling them up . Some of the mercenaries who wentthere as soilders of for tune - who never had sympaties with the
Africans, but because_ they got sick of
killing too much killing . . . men, women and
children, burning them alive . . . . it was too
much for them ; and they the Tshombe regime and went back to England and wrote
stories ; and we've the copies . They can
never hide it! They tried all sorbs of things !
Accusing the Africans of going "backto barbarism, " etc . And now they're exposing
themselves ; the native hatredof the African
which they've been trying to cover under
the name of "liberalism :' They're now exposing thenselves at the security council,
because the statement that Mr . Spaakof
Belgium has made only three days ago reCan't on r6 . 17

We will win . .ORY any means nesessary .
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One of the main reasons why Black America
has not made sufficient progress toward self determination - as witness other colonial peoples in
Africa, Asia and Latin America-- is due to the total
lack of a broad and powerful philosophy which is
anchored in the realities of the present age .
Black America, unfortunately, is operating, or
semi-operating on philosophies developed or rooted
in the latter part of the nineteenth century, and the
early years of the twentieth century. These two
ancient philosophies are "Bourgeois Nationalism"
(based upon Marcus Garvey's militant improvision
and implementation of Booker Washington's "self
improvement" theories for the black masses), and
"Bourgeois Reformism" (based on Dr . W .E .B . DuBois's opposition to "Booker T.-; ism", and initiated
by the then embryonic NAACP) .
"Bourgeois Reformism" and "Bourgeois
Nationalism", though dynamic and fertile in their
era, do not meet .the current needs and realities of
black people trapped within the technological barbarism of White' American civilization .
The question giving reasons why the black
intelligentsia, and bourgeois leadership has not
overhauled these two philosophies, or invented
"new" philosophies geared towards liberating their
people . The answer - a tribute to American "education" and the "'American Way of Life" - is that aftet, being. "Processed" and channeled through the
"freak Factories" known as "Negro Colleges " ,
they are only fit for the inferior roles of inferior
people produced by these institutions . These monstrosities (actually glorified high schools) stunt,
deform and drain every ounce of creativity out of
their minds and souls.
On the other hand, the White American col.
leges are - in their conformist decadence - geared
towards producing only one creature: the White
American, middle-class male or female, cog for the
wheel of imperialism. So, in essence, that's what
our youth who attend these institutions become:
White American, middle-class males or females who
happen to be black in complexion and despise them-

selves and their whole race because o f this fact .

So how - I ask you - can one expect anything from people who've been so maimed and
twisted? This. systematic mis-education and alienation has resulted=- for almost half a century - in
the stagnation and castration of original, black
political thought, -and serves as a partial explarna
tion of why we haven't produced any noteworthy
political theorists.
I will attempt to examine and analyze both
philosophies and to explain why they are inadequate and obsolete in these times, beginning with
BOURGEOIS REFORMISM .
Bourgeois Reformism
"Bourgeois Reformism" or Civil Rights, as
it's popularly known, is that philosophy which
states that black people are "second class" citi
zens, -or citizens -"denied their full rights," and so
being, have a definite stake within the social &
political framework of White American society. Its
adherents feel that these "first class rights and
privileges" can be obtained by legal action in the
courts, and by "direct action" with massive nonviolent demonstrations of protest throughout the
country; especially of the racist domain of the
south.
They rely upon the strategy - advocated and
implemented by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. - of,
appealing to the "conscience" of the White Amer
ican system . .The movement relies upon the aid and
support - morally and financially - of the white
liberal element, i.e. "good white folks", it has
been the most highly publicized and dramatized
"black" movement in American History. As for its
general effectiveness: it has served to awaken certain segments of Black America - namely certain
students, Christian congregations and clergymen.
it has been able to bring to public light the great
areas of oppression, hopelessness, and degradation
smoldering within White America. It also has exposed the latent hypocrisy of the white liberal, .
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radical element-The latter is caused by the withdrawal of "liberal" economic support when black
demonstrations get "out of hand" .
But its overall weaknesses are: 1) the fact
that with the exception of the church-people, ministers, and a few students, it has no mass support;
because non-violence is unacceptable to the justifiably hostile temperaments of the angry, exploited
masses . 2) in its appeal to the conscience of the
society, it overlooks the hard facts that White America
is a power-operated system feeding upon human exploitation that functions without a conscience.
3) The leaders, -strategists, and adherents fail to
recognize power relations within modern society
and, therefore, -spend their energies and resources
upon such shallow goals as integrated movies, libraribs,, restaurants, ~ churches, beaches, schools,
etc. (although, recently, there have been moves by
rebel elements towards fighting for better housing
and jobs, using methods of social dislocation and
disruption to achieve these goals. .The New York
World's Hair "stall-in" incident is a good example.
4) By depending upon white sympathy and economic
aid, the leaders are vulnerable to the whims of the
white liberals, -and have developed the false attitude that blacks are "unable to make real progress
without white aid or participation."
Also : there are the more recent cases of these
organizations being "infiltrated" by a "fifth column" o¬ white "radicals" who form blocs within
the organizations and eventually obtain control of
the offices and policy-making bodies through intrigue- and seduction.'. These "radicals" tend to
play a reactionary role - a growing tendency of
"of ay" left - by seeking control of the black
masses ; by using them to "hammer" the racist
power structure (the black masses being the most
dynamic force in America today) ; -and by cynically .
experimenting with their lives . These "radicals"
generally; tend to follow a line of forcing "change"
(reform) within the existing structure" ; a kind of
"domestic" peaceful co-existence with White America. Usually, when indigenous (black) revolutionaries appear and attempt to steer the people in a
more militant direction, -these "ofay" radicals become reactionary and clash with the indigenous
revolutionaries .' Needless to say, ~ the infiltration
of these "radicals" into "key" positions completely neutralikes any-remaining militancy that the
reformist brgani zatibn might muster up .
Bourgeois Nationalism
or militant
Nationalism",
"Bourgeois
".Booker T."ism" (self improvement) states that

black people should . strive to control the areas of
the black ghettos and communities, substituting
black-owned businesses and establishments for the
white-owned businesses. The "radical" wing of
"Bourgeois Nationalism" seeks to separate the
black people from White America by either acquiring
separate states within this nation, or being allowed
to establish a repatriation program back to Africa,
to help develop . it into an economic power, The
more moderate wing seeks to develop black palitical power by forming an independent political
party within the current structure; thereby electing
congressmen, assemblymen, -and other, officials, to
office - responsible to said party. . .. "'Bourgeois
Nationalism" identifies with the "winds of change"
sweeping the African continent, and endeavors to
re-educate black people toward the African past by
initiating programs dealing with African history and
culture.
As for its general effectiveness: "Bourgeois Nationalism" attempts to move in a positive
direction through its messages of racial pride and
racial "self-improvement" . Unfortunately, due to
its policy of inversion ("black" capitalism for
"white" capitalism), -it does not get to the core of
the black situation: the question of the elimination
of "exploitation." Unconsciously - relying upon
its western values of middle class "scorn" for the
masses; - it merely changes their "masters". ... ..
"Bourgeois Nationalism" is incapable of making
the "internal revolution" or "revolution of the
psyche" essential (to all revolutionaries) to develop "soul", or the embodiment of the aspirations
and longings of the masses of the people. It also
tends - especially in its "radical" or "separatist"'
wing - to develop into exclusive "cliques" separated from the "grass-roots" (masses) and any milt- .
tant action that clashes against the racist power
structure.
,
As time goes by, - "Bourgeois Nationalism"
becomes increasingly conservative - losing its
militant stance and potential initiative ; emphasiz
ing "culture" and "economics" instead of politics .
To proceed even deeper into this philosophy . is to
discover its childish attitude towards White America. Numbered below are some of the faults and
contradictions which seriously mar the effectiveness of this philosophy .
1). While America who - operating . internationally as a wing of Western Imperialism - has
been oppressing not only Black America, but three
quarters of. mankind, is going to "give" "Bourgeois Nationalists" separate states, is going to
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AND STATEMENT 011 RACE' TERROR -IN USA
HAVANA, CUBA -- JUI,Y 23, 1964 . Human decency demands that the cavil
.
ized people of all the world vehemently, condemn racist America's campaign of
genocide against her citizens of African descent. Imperialist America's tradition
of racist terror and violence against colored humanity has become more than jest
a natural reaction, emanating from a desire to perpetuate her cast system inherent
in the "American way of life", it is now an elaborately contrived plan to systemal:cally exterminate. that portion of American society which is nonwhite . All over
racist America defenseless colored women and children are being. savagely gunnod down for no other crime than having been born black in the so-called "free
world of representative .democracy." Churches and homes are being bombed,
burned to the ground and fired into . In barbaric America, the- land that proposes
to bring white supremacy justice to a mull :racial world, by force of arms, the
racist government gives aid and comfort to facist terrorists while the blood of
Afioamericetna, begging for police protection, flows -through the streets.

t

Afroamer~cans have long pleaded to President Johnson for protection from
racist terrorists to no avail. The President has responded to the pitiful cries of
mercy by championing the rights of the oppressor to be secure in his acts of brutal
oppression . He has ordered the press to suppress and conceal facts of the true
nature and the vast extent to which terror and death are being visited upon black
Americans . He has ordered the racist and reactionary federal Bureau of Investigation to ruthlessly crush 'the feeble Negro self-defense elements in order to render
Afroamer :cans more susceptible to extermination. He has ordered an investigation
of those desperately struggling for human rights instead of those fascist elements
that have sworn to eliminate black people from the American scene. President
Johnson has ordered the Negro-hating F.B .I . to take ruthloSs action against the
perennial victims of terror and oppression rather than against those who have
long practiced it in the name of Christian white supremacy.
Jesse B. Stoner, national Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan .and vice-presidential candidate of the National States Rights Party, is openly campaigning for
"the Christian white people of America" to "eliminate' African savages from
America." These righti s t forces have sworn to make America a white only country.
They have already openly formed fascist armies armed with machine guns, light
ar4lleery, bombs and other light weapons of modern warfare currently used by
the U.S . Armed Forces . Local police forces and National Guard units are working
hand in hand with terrorist groups . Racist judges and their courts are racist instruments of the Ku Klux Klan . Black freedom f ghfers are helpless in legally 'defending themselves in these kangaroo courts serving as the legal arm of terror=st groups .
White supported and Government approved Negro leaders are being forced
to denounce outside support as possible interference in America's internal affairs.
These Negro mercenaries are ,being ordered to proclaim themselves impartial
and
objective while proposing to lead a partisan struggle . The racist slaughter of helpless black Americans in America is as much the affair of the civilized world
as South Africa and Portugal . America has no special writ from God to be exempt
from norms of civilized conduct and international law. The U .S .A . stands arrogantly
:n contempt and violation of the Human Rights Charter of the United Nations.
It is time for justminded peoples of the world to brand her as a barbaric, uncivilized, outlaw nation .
As exiled leader of the Revolutionary Action Movement, I beseech the decent
and civilized peoples o¬ the world to support the Afro-American in has desperate
'struggle for survival . We ask for support from all the civilized world in our.
just struggle for human rights, in America, and when possible, we ask that moral
support be supplemented' by more tangible aid. The preSent situation is so desperate that armed self-deense is becoming mandatory, if our savagely bessiged
people are to survive, we also need finantial and arms aid. We call upon all
decent minded peoples to aid us through those who will soon be personally
solicitng aid abroad .
Robert I' . William, Exiled leader of
The Revolutionary Action Movement
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gy of "peaceful co-existence", - they neglect .the
"allow" them to return ro Africa (which Western
colonial revolutions - championed by China Imperialism is exploiting for all it is worth), to stir
which rock the "co-existence' boat ; and emphasize
up trouble for the West and its lackeys!
the building of socialist societies, into propaganda
Since White America operates internationally
showplaces of "peaceful" competition).
as a wing of Western Imperialism oppressing the
So we see, from this description, that
Bandung or non-white world, Black America's freeblack and white "nationalism '1 is really
dom struggle now becomes a part of the world
internationalism .
" Revolutionary Black
struggle against the "universal Slavemaster",
Internationalism
"
also
refutes the "BourWestern Imperialism . Therefore political organizageois Reformist" theory that Black Ameritions operating within this structure are in the long
cans are "citizens denied their rights" . It
run, inadequate (except as organs of mass-educagoes on to state that Black Americans are
tion through struggle for immediate gains ; at best a
colonial ]2eople , and that the United States
temporary solution) - because in order for Black
contains two distinct nation s :White America
obtain
America, Africa, Asia and Latin 'America to
-citadel of Western Imperialism - and the
universal self-determination : the present economic
captive nation, colonial Black America .
and political structure of White America - citadel
It states that White America following the
of Western Imperialism must be totally changed .
European colonization of Africa -also de.2) . "Bourgeois Nationalism's inversion of
veloped its colony - internally - within the
community control leads to the "capitalist outslave - holding south instead of the African
look", i.e. exploitation - economic and political
homeland
.
Thus began Black America' s
along with the attitude of businessmen (profits befreedom
struggle
; lasting more than three,
fore loyalty), and materialistic hedonism which is
hundred years .
rampant in the West. As to the idea of black conBlack America's fight for self-determination
gressmen, assemblymen, and other officials : to reis
tied
up with the colonial revolutions of Africa,
iterate : this is at best a temporary solution . The
Asia and Latin America, Thus, we are involved in
main power within the structure will still be wielda new age, an age of Universal or Planetary Revolives
by
ed by whites: furthermore, White America
lution
: three quarters of mankind against the Unithe "law" which states that "might makes right"
versal Slave-master ; and the blazing voice of
Even if we elect these officials, they can be neu"Revolutionary Black Internationalism" marks
tralized by the armed might of white military forces
Black America's entry upon the revolutionary stage
within the country (as witness Reconstruction
of
history - linking up with her colonial brothers .
times after the Civil War). What Black America
Furthermore : as an oppressed, colonial nation,
needs in the long run, is not black businessmen,
Black America is justified in using every method
congressmen, or bourgeois leaders and officials,
that
other peoples use to obtain self-determination
but militant, revolutionary leadership rooted in the
.
.. . .In so doing, "Revolutionary Black Internationmasses of the people, articulating and implementing
alism" repudiates the narrow, cowardly, . latently
their highest aspirations .
masochistic philosophy of non-violence in the face
of
racist terrorism carried on by sadistic beasts.
A New Philosophy
Though approving of, and advocating racial
The new philosophy is "Revolutionary Black
pride and racial elevation, "Revolutionary Black
Nationalism", or more specifically, "Revolutionary
Internationalism" repudiates the outmoded and con
Black Internationalism" . It states that the world is
tradictory philosophy of "Bourgeois Nationalism"
divided by two nationalisms : "white" and "black" .
by-totally rejecting Western Capitalism and its . sick
'Europe
tLn ;or
with
the
nationalism
dealing
"White"
values in favor of the humane principles of Pancoloniansm,
policies
of
Western nations with their
African or "Bandung" socialism with its inherent
Capitalism, White Supremacy, or racism which has
philosophy of class destruction and peoples demled to the oppression - economic and political -ocracy (true democracy ; rule by and for the people
"black"
or
:
i.e.
the
quarters
of
mankind
of three
through their able revolutionary parties and leaderred, yellow and brown peoples .
ship) ; and also rejects . the clique of "separatism"
(Russia and her eastern European supporters
(from militant action by the black'masses) by total
West
itheir
and
closer
to
the
drifting
closer
are
"locking with" the oppressor's racist system in
following
the
strateChina
.
In
ideological war with
every feasible way.
Con't on ?g. 20
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THE RIELATIONSHIP , APREVOLUTIONARY AFRO-AMERICAN MOVEMENT TO- THE
BANDUNG REVOLUTION
"The Black Revolution's Relationship to the
Bandung World" was the point of ideological departure for the second Afro-American Student Movement
(ASM) Conference . This conference preoccupied itself with . the consolidation' of eAsting revolutionary
Afro-American Youth potentialities and the development of a revolutionary Black Youth Movement, in
depth, that can initiate and sustain revolutionary .
action .
The nature and essence of the Revolutionary
Afro-American Movement's ideology was delineated
by veteran Black Revolutionists. In these presentations, the anti-imperialist rather than bourgeois
reformist character of the Black American's struggle
vas emphasized .
The goal of the Black American Revolution is the
biternational eradication of "Yanqui" (U .S. &
NATO) imperialism, not integration within this decadent imperialist framework . Therefore these AfroAmerican radicals denounced neutralism in the bipolar struggle between capitalist and, socialist
forces, and demanded global polarization of antiimperialists and capitalist imperialism . They asserted that the Afro-American revolutionists have a
vanguard role in this historic task, by virtue of
theif unique four hundred year endurance of "Charlie's inhumanism" and their strategic domestic
bondage within his "belly"
The critical problems confronting the African
Revolution, especially the Congo, and Asia and
Latin America were analyzed. The hypocritical
stance of bourgeois African nationalist leaders who
via neutralism have abandoned anti-imperialist
African revolutionists such as the Congolese under
Gbenye, was condemned. The lack of an - uncompromising commitment to anti-imperialism has relegated the Organization for African Ututy to the
status of a medium for "neocolonial subversion"
of the African people's free,;,- m : Thus genui1ne
revolutionists are forced to align thems&ves with
China. China, ^Cuba and Zanzibar comprise the
vanguard of the Bandung Revolution now pervasive
in the non-Western World, North Vietnam, Indonesia,
and Algeria are also responding positively to these
bi-polar conflicts . The Revolutionary Afro-American
Movement pledges solidarity with the Bandung
Revolution and ,regards itself as the North American
Vanguard of this "emerging World of the Future ."

The second ASM conference defined the goal of the
Bandung Revolution as the eradication of "Yanqui"
inhuman imperialism and the establishment of a new
world -based on the humane socialist values of
"Bandung Humanism," the humane aspirations of
the Bandung Revolution .
"Pandung Humanism" constitutes a revolutionary revision of Western or traditional Marxism to
relate revolutionary ideology adequately to the un
precedented political, socio-economic, technological, psycho-cultural developments occurring in
the post World War II era. The failure of Marxism to .
revolutionize Western Europe and the United State,
especially in the depression era of the 'thirties, has
forced committed Afro-American revolutionists to
formulate "Bandung Humanism" or Revolutionary
Black Internationalism. This ideology was initially
proclaimed at the first or May conference of the
Afro-American Student Movement. "Bandung Humanism" envisions a "dialectical eschatology" or
apocalyptic culmination of the conflict between the
inhuman "Yanqui" imperialist thesis and the antiimperialist humanist Bandung antithesis . The humanist synthesis of this dialectical "Armageddon"
is a socialist "classless" world democracy predicated upon the total demise of "Man's inhumanity
to . Man" in terms of war, socio-economic exploitation, and moral decadence and psychosis.
The Afro-American corollary to this "dialectical eschatology" is that the historic destiny of
Afro-America has, through its four hundred year
travail, created the socio-economic, cultural foundations of the dominant imperialist thesis and as a resuk of "Charlie's" inhuman oppression becomes
internal humanist anti-thesis, the "Samson" of the
decadent "Yanqui" imperialist social order and the
"David" of the humanistic Bandung World or Synthesis of the Future . `This prophetic mission is implicit in the Afro-American music of modernists
such as Bird, Miles, 'Trane, etc. The task of the
Revolutionary Afro-American Movement is to express via political action the dynamism embodied in
Afro-American music. The invincible optimism manifest in the second Afro-American Student Movement
Conference is evident in its adoption of the motto
of the Cuban Revolutioe:
Venceremosli (We Will Winll)

"The automation revolution in American
industry is . . . "fast" . . . sweeping away the
economic gains of Negroes made during two
world wars . "(6) The segment of the black
community that is affected by this the most
The Afrois black working class youth .
american World War II war baby generation
is faced with a new dilemma . They are
faced with the fact that this system so highly developed no longer needs them . The
paradox the Afroamerican must face is that
he built this country off his sweat, blood,
slave and semi-slave labor only to be completely shut out of it (the society) when he
was bestprepared to be assimilated in it. .
This contradiction polarizes forblackyouth
since theyare the generation thatwouldhave
emergedas the assimilatedpetty bourgeoisie of the Afroamerican . But since America
is both a racist caste and class society this
is impossible . Black youth are now faced
with nowhere to go but to the streets . Black
youth are being forced by this society into
becoming an unemployed mobile force in the
wake of economic stability for white Americans . Due to the tighting of the automatized clamp Afro-youth have no alternative
but to revolt . The question may arise, "Now
that we know this, what about unity among
our people? "
UNITE OR PERISH THE ALTERNATIVE
FOR BLACK AMERICA

The population in the U .S . will unify
of
necessity.
This necessity will be
out
brought about both.!from inside and outside
of its ranks . As the struggle becomes more
intense, a Mau-Mau of apolitical form will
probably have political ambitions which the
house niggers, (uncle toms) and the public
racist will be unable to fulfill . It will probably assassinate racist leaders and house
niggers who don'tfollow its line . The cry
in the black community will be "Liberation
or Death t" Oti the other hand the greater
the black community struggles, the uncon.
trollable ultra right (John Birch Society,
KKK, Nazi's, etc . ) and the controlled right
(CIA, FBI, Secret Servive, etc .) will step
up their programs of black extermination .
The black community will unite for human
survival _or perish .
The question most of
us get hung up on is, "Can we win?"

CAN WE WIN
Yes, we can win . In the fall 1964 is sue
of Black America in the article, "We can
ivin", it described how we will win . We
will win because our struggle is just, and
because our forces will have superior wills,
minds, armies, strategy and tactics . His torywil.l absolve us and dissolve the enemy.
Just because our analysis defies the "holy
trinity" of the ofay left, does not doom us
to defeat, extermination or hell. The only
absolute we know is change and change we
will . . . the history of the world. We can
and will win ! When blacks talk about winning, racial solidarity, repudiating western
values, not waiting for or giving a damm
about the white racist working class and
what it thinks, ofay so-called radicals scream "RACIST" and say our analysis is unscientific, shows bougeois tendencies and
has contradictions .
WHY WHITE AMERICANS FEAR
BLACK NATIONALISM
Mostwhite Americans either don'tunderstand-or fear nationalism among black am ericans because they usually have paranoid
tendencies concerning the racial situation
This
in the U .S . and around the world .
usand
is
from
their
guilt
complex
corms
ually covered by paternalism . White America know# what their ancestors have done
to the Afroamerican and they usually feel
that one day they will have to pay for their
deeds . Whenblacks start talking about killing whites and destroying the U.S . so-called
white radicals say that we are not talking
about "real" revolution .
WHAT IS "REAL" REVOLUTION?
"Political power comes from the barrel of a gun ." (7) "Real" revolution is
apolitical economic war that is, a war with
political objectives waged by theoppressed
to destroy the oppressox's power over them .
When white radicals talk about revolution
without destroying the existing American
society they- are not talking about "real"
revolution . What they fail to understand
is htat you have to destroy the old society
in order toccreate a new one . TheyfAil to
understand that the racist ruling class oligarchy stays in power because of it's ma-
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BLACK NATIONALISM ON THE RIGHT
During the past two years there has, arisen
across the country, - a reactionary sort of so-called
"black-nationalism" which has confused the con
cept of Black Nationalism, and in particular, the
concept of Revolutionary Black Nationalism . In its
present article this phenomenon which we. are tentatively describing as "cufl-ud nationalism" will be
analyzed; -in a future article an alternative to Black
Opportunism will be offered.
"Black nationalism on the right" has its
roots in the post-slavery program of Booker T.
Washington . The greatest difference between Wash
ington and his modern-day counterparts, however, is
the stronger identification of these "nationalists"
with Mother Africa and also, their seeming militancy
(which can only be interpreted as "loud-mouth"
conservatism), - when it comes to speaking out gn
"Black" issues .'Just as Washington had thoughts
of establisting trade with Africa during his time,
'. 'nationalists" today are often heard spouting their
schemes of ''trade" between the Afro-American
Community and- developing African nations. What
kind of trade proposed is left vague, but one is
given the impression that this "trade" centers upon
African art imports to the U.S. (which - we will purchase with our $20 billion, naturally :).
In order to establish a .stronger identification
with Africa it is customary for "cullud nationalists"
to take on African names; this is seemingly a mili
tant position (and can be), inasmuch as it is "radical" for Black people in the context of the "American way of thinking ." However, when we consider
the opportunistic policies that those "nationalists"
pursue, ~it can only be concluded that .their names
should be relegated to the class of the Tubmans;
Kasavubus, Mobutus and Tshombes, all o¬ the reactionary, African "leader.''
The seeming militancy of reactionary "nationalism" arises when we consider the manner in
which these "nationalist" groups vociferously denounce both the so-called "black bourgeoisie" and
the present "Civil Rites" movement. It is certainly
true that the bourgeois elements within the Black

community should be denounced; it is equally true
that :the- "Civil Rites" program is leading itself up a
"blind alley" to the extent that it depends on the
Federal Government to step in at the point where the
movement has,reached a "dead end", or where it
relies upon .the morality of WHITEY to bring about
a solution to the multitude of contradictions inherent in the Black man's presence in America. Thus,
criticism of the "Civil Rites" movement is indeed
justified in many cases.
The greatest contradictions of reactionary
"black nationalism", however, present themselves
when we examine the "nationalist" program for the
solution of the dilemma of the Afro-American ; what
. most of our "cullud nationalists" propose is some
sort of ambiguous "self-help" program, complete
with befuddled slogans as "each one teach. orte,"
"Pride and Dignity", etc., as if "self-help" by
itself were going to solve the basic problems of
Afro-Americans (let alone slogans) . It is our belief
that these "nationalists" expect "Pride and Dignity" to arise from a vacuum, especially when, we
consider that self-hatred among Afro-Americans will
disappear only when Black people either establish
some sort of control, over the white-oriented mass
media or at least have the power to project a satis=
factory black Image to the masses. Our position on
"self-help" as advocated by these reactionary
"nationalists", is that their program has not developed to such a point that it might benefit the
masses of Black people in the racist U.S. In fact,
"Pride", "Dignity", and "self-help" alone cannot
and will not accomplish the arduous task of Black
Liberation, a point upon which we shall elaborate
1 ater .
One, implication ~f the "self-help" program
is that Afro-Americans ought to pursue the same
path that virtually every minority group in the U.S.
has followed, at one `time pr another, during its
history, in the raeist quagmire; that is, by rejuvenating, the ghettos in which they live (in terms of
improvement of buildings and of stimulating greater
economic activity in the Black community), going
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banks, ahd from this dream (and it is a dream) create
through the "bootstrap scene", and eventually becoming an integral part of the so-called "affluent
a vast network of Black businesses on the spirit of
the "American Ethic," which is an ethic of demasociety", Now, all of this above nonsense would
make prolific material for a very interesting Horatio
goguery and "tricknology ." All are myths.
In the first place, we lack the surplus capital
Alger novel (as applied to the "success story" of a
with which to invest in the dubious undertaking outmass of people), but in terms of economic realities
lined above. Oftentimes the figure of approximately
it is strictly not on the case . First point: during the
time which minority groups made their "debut into
20 billion dollars is offered as being the purchasing
the mainstream", the U.S. Economy was in a state
power of Black people in the U.S. This is quite an
of expansion therefore affording the members of
impressive sum, especially when we consider the
these groups ample opportunity for "upward mobilfact that it is at present greater than the Gross
ity" . Today we find U.S. capitalism in its highest
National Product of Canada. But where does this
$20 billion go? The ans-wer is that thissum is dis- .
stage of development (that of Imperialism) and tosipated in the" Afro-American's expenditures for
tally inadequate in providing a sufficient number
basic necessities. This "purchasing power" merely
of jobs for white workers, let alone black workers.
goes toward maintaining Black people on .a subsistEven if racial discrimination in the U.S. were
ence level : that is, the majority -of the $20' billion
to be abolished, Afro-Americans would be in few
pays for an often inadequate supply of food for the
areas of the economy `.in which they could expand
(besides those decadent, economic waste lands of
Black family, rent payments (which on the average
are higher than those for white families,) and for the
real estate, mortuaries, and drinking establishcost of utilities. In 1959, according to the latest
ments.) Second point: Jews, - Italians, Poles, GerBureau of the Census Report, the median income of
mans, and others who came to this country of their
non-white households ( .families and unrelated indiown volition have always had a group which they
viduals) was $2,520 or 49 .5% of the median for
could exploit economically in order to "make it" on
white households (which was $5,08$) . This dis'American
was
the
Afro-Amerthe
scene, that group
parity is shocking, but the brutal reality of the
ican community. Presently, the only group which
Afro-Americans can exploit LA themselves (who else
Black man's position in the "wilderness of North
America" is even more startling when we consider
is on the bottom?) This does in fact, occur, and
that, economically speaking, Afro-Americans are in
thus arise the internal class contradictions within
virtually the same position that they were ten years
.the captive nation of Afro-America, with the result
ago; "The previous Census (of 1950) didn't collect
of further entrenchment, economically, of the "black
similar figures by color. But the Census did conduct
bourgeoisie" into "WHITEY'S" economy (and the
a comparable sample survey. It showed for 1949, a
relative economic downfall of the 431ack masses.)
median
of $1,.533 for non-white households, or 48.9%
It is characteristic of these reactionary,
of the $3,138 for white households . No matter how
"nationalists" to spout cliches about a. non-exone measures it, Negro incomes are still less than
istent, American "free-enterprise; if our brothers
half those of whites, and have not made any signifihad done their reading on economics faithfully, they
cant gains in narrowing the margin during the past
would perhaps realize that "free-enterprise" was
decade . When allowance was made for the larger
dead in Europe in the late 1800's and was on the
size of the average Negro household, it turns out
decline in the U.S. during the early 1900's (along
that
the median per capita income of non-whites is
with the formation of the first billion-dollar trust in
only around 44% by a first approximation of that
history, United States Steel.) The free-enterprise is
of whites . The effective difference is also inspoken of as if it were still a reality in the racist
creased by the fact that Negroes generally have to
U.S.A. It just doesn't exist any more, and in actupay more for poorer quality goods and services, and
ality exerted itself only for a short period of time
by -other considerations . In order to substantiate our
during the Industrial Revolution in the U.S.
our position further that "self-help" is a necessary
Let's "bring it down front" : "self-help" for
but not sufficient condition for Black Liberation,.
brutalized Afro-Americans at the present stage (of
let us for a moment examine the situation of Afrodevelopment) of "WHITEY'S" economic system is a
Americans in that jungle known as Mississippi. The
necessary but not sufficient condition for Black
per capita income of Mississippi is $1,173, ; the
Liberation . Evidently, some Afro-Americans feel
lowest per capita income of any state in the union.
that Black people need only pool their financial
If, -however, -you are a Negro living in one of five or
"resources," establish Black-owned and controlled"
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this has already occurred .
six counties studied by the U.S. Commission on
only
$531
Now, we realize that the American black bourCivil Rights, you may have an income of
a year. In the last 77 years there have been 578
geoisie would like very much to reap the economic
lynchings of which 538 were of Negroes.
goodies from the Motherland, but let us not overlook
If you have children in one of the 151 school
another important fact: it is precisely the markets of
districts (none desegregated) the state will expend
Africa, also upon which our "nationalists" focus
intense interest . Thus, concomitant with their
$174 a year on your child - less than any other
state. . Federal funds for the Negro Public Schools
"self-help program they wish to help themselves to
amounted to 42% of $193,061. "If you are a Negro
Africa's magnificent source of wealth; their desire
wQm.m n and had a child in 19$9 .and.the-child died at
to explout our Blood Brothers and Blood Sisters in
birth, it was one o£ 51.3% per 1,000 Negro infants
the Motherland in order to raise their own economic
who digd that year in Mississippi .
level in the U .S. takes on the characteristics of
Finally, if we consider that from approximatereactionary, "culled" opportunism .
ly June to October of 1964, 34 churches were either
Brother James Lacy, an Afro-American
bombed or set fire to by white racists, we can well
presently in Accra, Ghana, had this to say
imagine what might occur if any appreciable number
in an unpublished paper : "Why should Afriof "self-help" businesses were estabhshed-by Afro
cans help a segment of the largest capitalAmericans in the "deep" South.
istcountry in the world, even a Black segHow in hell could a program of "self-help"
ment, to strengthen its position and in that
function under the conditions of such a decadent
economy? Doesn't their entrenched econo
society as this, unless one is speaking of "helping-self" to bazookas, cannons, and mortars? These' mic interests represent another source by
which Africans will be exploited ? Doesn't
facts underline the bankruptcy of the "culled nathe strengthening of the Black man's econotionalist's" program which is out of touch with ecomic position in America imply that Amerinomic realities in the North and completely impotent
can government action in Cuba, South Vietin the South.
nam, the Congo, South Africa, and Latin
It's been pointed out previously that "Whitey"
America have to be supported by all who
has found himself in a "trick bag" relative to the
have interests in the American Economy?"
prospects of continually expanding the U .S. Econo
Let us keep in mind, that the racist U.S .
my (at least with respect to the present job situadidnotbecome a "have" nation and the vast,
tion); - U.S. Imperialism is suffering more and more
Black World-Africa, Asia, Latin America
each day as a result of the head-whipping it is rebecome
a group of "have not" nations simceiving in Southeast Asia.
ply
because
"Whitey" worked, diligently
At . o reaent con~wence of non-aligned nations
while the rest of the world set back on . its
in Cairo, "Whitey" was denounced for his involvehindquarters ; the role of U .S . "tricknology"
ment in the. Congo fiasco . Now, - the Beast needs
and imperialism with respect to the Black
markets and cheap sources of labor and natural
world is well documented, and need not be
resources in order to insure his continued realizabelabored here . However, the point which
zation of super-profits, but because of his past
we have made in preceding paragraphs is
trickery he finds that many nations now close their
not irrelevant to our present discussion .
doors when they see him coming. What is the soluAfro-Americans will definitly find it
tion to his problem? At least with regard to Africa,
necessary
to procure support for their stWhitey is attempting to gain a greater economic
ruggle
from
peoples through out the world,
foothold through the "patriotic" acts of "culled,"
particularly the Black World . In order to
bourgeois mercenaries (including such Negro Mytholacheive this support it is imperative that
ogists as publisher John H. . Johnson of Ebony MagAfro-Ame ricans not only denounce, but boyazine and Uncle Ralph Bunche, Carl T. Rowan,
cott (among other things )the system which
Emerson Player, etc .) "Big Charlie" is not particuseeks to destroy humanity . Any other polar which Afro-American lackey he sends abroad as
sition taken by Afro-America offers only a
long as this lackey "brings home the ham hock."
send
reactionary mythic solution to its problems ;
He would logically, therefore, be willing to
a "solution" which, because of other realireactionary nationalists to Africa as well as Uncle
ties, is destined. to fail .
Toms in order to do his bidding; as a matter of fact,
Can't- Next Issue

Dr . W .E .B . DuBois . theoretica l father
of the reformist civil rights movement,
ultimately realized that such a decadent,
"sick" society "cannot reform itself ;any
Man
Alienation is the plague affilicting
society that enslaves you, cannot free you,"
The Afroin the contemporary world, Man's response and he repudiated his "baby'%
indictment
to this pervasive condition determines his
revolutionist's
basic
American
destiny, because according to existentialism of Martin Luther King, Jr . and the other
The burden
existence precedes essence .
bourgeois reformists is their desire to asof creating freedom or enduring slavery
similate or integrate Black People into the
totally
rests on modern man's shoulders-is
"polluted" American mainstream of exploihis responsibility ; the oppressed. must lib- tationandinhurnanity, which is now underRevolution is not only
erate themselves .
going its final stages of decay and collapse .
Black
Man's
responsibility,
the American
Only a movement which embodies the aspiit is his redemption . Only total revolution rations and emotions expressed in the Afrocan resolve the pathological contradictions
American's music can captivate and galvaby
the
Afro-American's
utter
engendered
nize Black America . Marcus Garvey's
alination in the United . States .
nationalism elicited unprecedented AfroThe revolutionary implications of the
American attention, but Awas dialectically
Afro-American's fate have become increas- or historically premature . Never-the-less
ingly more manifest in his music-jazz . The
only an idelogy which incorporates the antiwork of Bird, Diz, Monk, and co . initially
imperialism of Garvey and DuBois can libSuch an Afro-Ameappeared so perplexing because it repreerate Afro-America .
revolutionary
development
sented an abrupt,
rican anti-imperialist movement, united
beyond traditional Afro,.American music - with those of the Bandung World, can revspirituals, blues, and swing . Aesthetically
olutionize the globe .
rebellious
expressed,
the
Afro-American's
it
The consumnate historical irony of the
but more sophisticated posture toward. his
Afro-American's "travail's in the United
alienation in post World. WarII America .
States is the revlation that it has been has
A fundamental "ennui"-spiritual paraly- his propheticm'islionviahislabor, tobuild,
sis besets the Western world . The "bohe- the economic foundations of the most deca.
mianism" of the European and American
dent imperialist empire, produce its only
intellectual embodies a romantic posture
cultural contributions to the world., and ultitoward their "spiritual wasteland " ;but today ,matelyto annihilate the "imperialist beast"
romanticism is anti-dialectical or counterthat its toil created . In essence, the Afrorevolutionary'because it is decadent and
American produced the "imperialist" thesis
degenerate . Nineteenth century romanticism (United States), and its oppression in the
was a critique of the materialistic, anti - United States has ultimately forged itinto
humanistic character of the bourgeois sothe anti-imperialist humanistic antithesis.
revorder
produced
by
the
industrial
cial
Thus the emerging Afro-American Revolu .
However, Marx emphasized that
olution .
tion is an aspect of modern "dialectical
artistic and sociological criticism must be eschatology"-Armageddon, the ultimate,
oriented toward transforming society . The final confrontation of the inhuman West and
Nietzchian assertion that " God. is dead." in
the humanistic Bandung World-Asia, Africa
The resultant
bourgeois society, compels man to resur Latin and. Afro-America .
humanistic "Bandung Synthesis" will create
rect God. via revolution . The failure of romanticists and Marxists to revolutionize the a World devoid of imperialistic contradic.
West condemned them to a permanent "ennui" tions-Man's inhumanity to Man and the conwhich is apparent in contemporary Western- sequent dehumanization in terms of poverty,
art, literature, and music . Only the Afro - racism, chavinism, psychosis and"ennui" .
American has not completely capitulated to
The nature of Afro-America's problem
pathology",
this
is
percepthis "spiritual
is international, therefore its solution must
tible in the perennial vitality of his music .
be international . . creation of the "Bandung
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veals the entire thinking of the NATO powers
and western imperialist . . . what they think
of the Africans, because' were shattered for
the first time in the history of the United
Nations . The African : nations came together
collectively and told the United States, " you
are an imperialist power!" Thiswas never
said before .
Never, never said before .
Because each of our leaders, perhaps, seared that Wall street might withdraw its
investments or the donor countries would
withdraw their aid . But today we Is°ay we
couldn't be worse, "you can go away with
your aid and couldn't be worse ." We have
suffered long enough and we'll struggle
on our own effort and build our own country,
if we have to do it .
They misjudge the activities of Africa
but we always come forward with new stories . . . with new activities . For the first
time in the history of the world, a continent
has come together and formed a continental
union in the form of the Organization of
African Unity .
No other continent in the
world. has done this .
You hear about the
Organization of American States but we know it is not an organization of American
states ; it is an organization against Cuba .
We know it. And we know also, that it is
not an organization of equal or free .people ;
it is an organization of master and slaves .
But the organization of African Unity is another matter . For the first time in the his tory of this world, people are prepared to
sacrifice their sovereignity inorder to bring a new unity on earth, and that is the
African Unity, African Unity is so vital ;
it is not merely a racial unity . It is an
African Unity to safeguard our interests,
because we know what these people have
done to us . We know the treacheries of
imperialism . . We don't have to go through
them . . . we don't have to repeat them .
We know what they have done . . . millions
of people have been killed in order to serve
the imperialist role ; in order to build . big
cities and countries . . . to traizsport them
from one corner of the world to the other
. . . .and under horrible conditions and we .
know thatif you're notalive and you're not
united the same sortof thing will corne .back.
We know it .

That's why they are trying to shoot the
Congolese people . Theyare testing . They
are testing our position on this questionof
the Congo .
It is a serious test because if
today they can prop up a Tshombe---that
renegade who can sell his own brother and
sisters (the Tshombes are the same type
who sold their brothers and sisters two centurie s ago), and if they can keep that rene gade then we are weak. To whatextentwill
the people of Africa resist him ? Iftoday
they succeed in the Congo, tomorrow it
will be Mozambique, it will be Kenya, it
will be the United Arab Republic, it will be
all of Africa .
And so we say, we stand united on this
issue . The whole of Africa is standing united and I can guarantee you, if there are
any renegades among the African leaders
who are prepared to be soldout on this particulat issue of the Congo, the African people in their countries will be the answer .
Tomorrow you will hear a verybig line from
a very inportant man . You'll see in your
papers tomorrow; (I'm sure the imperialists
will make full, use of it. ) This man-we call
him the "Voice of America"- this man is
shamelessly talking against his own folk
and kin-supportingmassacres in the Congo.
He'll get a very big line-splashed all over.
A bank balance . A hugh bank balance . I've
no doubt about it. But in Africa there will
be activities . These people can stand and
act shamelessly on the behalf of imperial.
ism-supporting massacres in Africa as if
we haven't suffered enough! As if we must
repeat history all over again. These are
the very people who want to enslave us as
they fatten their coffers . But we tell them
Africa of today is not the Africa of yester day . There are five million of us . We shall all fight and fight until we keep Africa
free . And it shall remain free . UHURU!
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chine . This machine controls all of the in stitutions of American society . If one is
serious about "real" revolution he will realize that American society as it exists
must be destroyed. Blood flows in "real!'
revolution . Millions of¬ Americans ., blood
will flow-both white and black in the coma ng
revolution .
This description is built on
realism not utopianism . It is built on the
concept of two different ways of life clashing, essentially two different nations-white
America vs . Black America . Our concept
of revolutionis notdesigned,to frighten off
punks, spineless and gutless people . It is
important for us to know what "real" revOnce knowing what "real"
olution means .
revolution is we can estimate who will be
on our side and who will be against us . To
do this we mustknow what ha s been the relation between Black America and white America .
THE HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN WHITE AMERICA
AND BLACK AMERICA
The American white working class has
benefited for over one hundred years from
thh super exploitationof the Afroamerican.
The white working claashas been those who
have led lynch parties and castrations against us .
The only time the white working class has ever united with the Black
man, (something the ofay left Always brags
about)is when it could use the black man to
attain a higher status in American society .
Ever since the African-American was stolen from Africa this has been happening .
Whether the movements were sucessful or
wt, the African-American never gained
from his alliance and still remained. an outcast,
During the revolutionary war, the Black
man was . promised freedom from chattel,
slavery if he foughton the side of the Amer
ican patriots . This promise was left unfulfilled . In fact so blatant was the racism of
the American patriots that theyclassified
the African-American as 3/8 human to justify their continued enslavement of him in
their newly found constitution of the United
States of America . The U .S .A . government
of the people, for the people and by the peo-

ple ;that is . . .white people . During the civil war the African-Americanwas promised. if he fought on the side of the union he
would get, "forty acres and a mule" . Again
the promise was broken .
Historians say
that there were clashes between the Blacks
who seized the landand federal(union)troops
after the war . So it goes on and on .
The
Populist movernent"united" withthe AfricanAmerican as small farmer movementbut
when it's bid for power was defeated. i t
The labor movement
turned racist again.
developed. along similar lines and the Amercommunist movement which evenpromised
the African-American a "Negro nation" ended up selling out to the Roosevelt machine .
The present .day leftpromises the Afroamerican everything from racial, economic
and political equality(integration)in a soc ialistAmerica to the right of self-determination ("Negro''nationhood in southern states) and the right to separate(one or more
states as a nation) . The relationship of unity even in, radical ranks has been of as exploitative nature; to use the African in America as a propaganda tool to get it's (ofay
left) program across.
THE OFAY LEFT
"The ofay left refuses to recognize that
America is a caste and class society . The
nature of the American caste is racial ;
therefore, any revolution in racist America
will be on racial lines . "(8) The only organized force in the white community capable
of attempting to sieze power is the ultraright. If the ofay left sees this development
then it's historical role is to go into the
white community, organize it for revolution
and. fight the facist. The American left has
lost it's roots in the white community . It
is broken into a hundred different pieces
wasting time debating among itself while the
ultra-right continues to gain power . The
ofay :left which spends most of it's time telling us what to do ahould. shut up for a while,
until it gets itself together and then talk to
those white working class bastards that
lynch, castrate,rape, murder and brutalize
da ily .
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sis for the racist U.S.oligarchy . An example ofa limited effect of this was the
F . L . N .liberation fighters of South Vietnam .
With racist America having to cope with a
revolutionary war within her borders and
pressured from the outside by anti-imper ialist forces, it Nf~°ould suffer a political and
economic collapse . It would be to the advantage of every revolutionary to wage war
against the U .S . and it's lackeys in every
way possible during this crisis because it
will be the weakest period. for world imperialism . The Afroamerican revolutionary
would. become therefore the- pivotal,f)oint for
the destruction of world imperialism .
THE RESPONSIBILITY AND
THEORETICAL POSITION OF
THE AFROAMERICAN REVOLUTION
The Afroamerican revolutionary being
inside the citadel of world. imperialism and.
being the Vanguardagainst the most highly
developed. capitalist complex has problems
no other revolutionary has had . His position is so strategic that victory means the
downfall of the archenemy of the oppressed
(U .S . imperialism)and the beginning of the
ON INTERNA'1'IONAL SUPPORT
birth of a new world.
Since America is the citadel of imperiThe African-American revolutionary
alism, ( twentieth century Rome ) and it
awaits the day when Black humanism will
(America) can temporarily bring the world prevail over white decadent materialism ;
revolution to a stalemate, it is to the ad- for on that day the oppressed will see the
vantage of all revolutionaries to come to aid. sunrise again, the redeemers will walk the
with,political, economic and physical support earth, Hir arr : shall awaken and. the meek
in the course of a revolutionary war inside shall inherit the earth! Up you mighty revthe racist U . S . A . . . Latin American revolutionaries, you can accomplish what you
olutionaries especiailyplaya strategic role w ill !
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THE NATURE OF OUR STRUGGLE
As the Afroamerican war baby generation attempts to fightfor integration(an impossible goal under the racist capitalist
system)and becomes frustrated from such,
it will begin to repudiate white America's
value and lean towards nationalism . By the
nature of oppression and struggle they will
realize that they must seize, control and
maintain state power before achieving any
goal (integration, separation, migration
back to Africa, black nationhiid, assimilation, ect. ) . The faster the African-American struggles for assimilation in racist
America, the faster he will become discouraged about integration a s a goal a s
counter-revolution (so called white backlash)grows inwhite America . As the south-.
ern Afroamerican pushes for the rightto
vote, raising the question of self-determination ;he will recieve more resistance from
the southern state apparatus and it will be
easier to show him ti is to his advantage to
ieze state power,
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Synthesis", a new Lumanistic world order .
As a result, the Afro-American revolutionist is an international outlaw, the "North
American Vanguard" of the Bandung Rev olution . His "Blood Brothers" are antiimperialists of the world, the balance consists of actual or potential enemies ; there
Thus the Black
can be no neutralism .
American radical and China are the paramount polarizers of the globe, dedicated to
precipitating Armageddon, "Dialectical Es .
chatology", or the final showdown between
"Yanqui" Inhumanism and Bandung Humanism .
The Afro-American revolutionist is
the Humanist of the furture whose life is
consecrated to the obliterating of U .S . and
NATQ- (Yanq. ui) Inhumanism,
To him nationalism is an anachronism,
"no anti-imperialist nation chabe an island
unto itself"-; the liberation of all Bandung
Peoples is predicated . upon their unity and
collective consecration to total war against
the "Yanqui" oligarchy . Nonalignment is _betrayal because it subordinates international
freedom (humanism) to national neo-colo nialism . The intent of Western economic
aid is to perpetuate "neo - imperialism",
not bury it .
The dialectical progression of modern
history has conferred a crucial role upon
the Afro-American revolutionist because
of his strategic position within the national
boundaries of the prime imperialist, the
U .S .A . . Only the Afro-American can devastate the "North American Collossus"
internally .
Thus all genuine Bandung revolutionaries
must unequivocally support the Revolutionary
Afro-American Movement . The Black American radical is a redeemer who must resurrect a colonial people who suffered centuries of spiritual and psychological genocide, and who acknowledge but one historyConsequently, before the Afroslavery .
American can revolutionize the world, he
must revolutionize himself ; he must reject
the decadent, bourgeois syndrome of materialism, hedonism and egoism, and create
new humanistic values for himself, his peo
The Afro-American
ple, and the world.
revolutionary is the humanistic antithesis
Central to the imof the inhuman West,

potence fo Maxism irrthe West is the absence
of this total humanistic conception of socialist proletarian revolution . Socio-economic
change alone cannot regenerate an inhuman
bourgeois order, societies must be revolutionized culturally and spritually in order
to establish a genuine world socialist democracy . It is imperative that all socialists
realize tha t humanism, not industrialization
is the essence of socialism ; otherwise all
revolutions will suffer betrayal . The task
of the Afro-American revolutionist is first
to fashion a humanistic ideology which embodies politicallythe humanistic dynamism
of the Afro-American music creativity of
Bird, Monk, Miles, 'Trane, etc . andthrough
anti-imperialist revolutionary struggle, demolish the American oligarchy and its global
lackeys - the personification of Satan on
Earth ."
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In Sumsary :A New Philosophy

We now witness the emergence of a new
philosophy for Black America - sfemming from the
universality of Dr. DuBois, and the militant, mass
oriented action of Marcus Garvey linked with the
anti-imperialism of the Bandung world. . It is one
with this age of Universal or-Planetary Revolution
against the Universal Slavemaster, Western Imperialism, it is pushed forward by a new generation of
black men and women dedicated to the total liberation of Black America - and, i.e. the Bandung
world - by all forms of revolutionary struggle. We
of Black America - the captive nation of North
America - join hands with our brothers throughout
the world, as we march from the crumbling bastions
of this Spiritual Dark Age - four hundred years of
universal servitude - into the blazing, -glorious
valleys of the long awaited SUNRISE!

